Welcome Back

Ray Anderson
COMPLIANCE METRICS

• Submit CARA logs by 11:59 pm every Monday.
• Sign ARMS recruiting statements by 11:59 pm within the first five business days of the month.
• Click on the monthly newsletter link and read it.
• Attend the monthly compliance rules education meetings (August – May (or June)).

SPORT METRICS

• Metrics reports are:
  — Provided to AD and President
  — Discussed as part of end-of-year reviews
• Sport-specific Google sheets have been created to:
  — Track accurate staff listings
  — Display updated metrics throughout the year
CARA CLEARANCE

• To be cleared for any CARAs student-athletes must:
  — Complete ARMS forms.
  — Receive medical clearance, and
  — Attend NCAA rules education session.

• Student-athlete rules education session is tomorrow at 1:45 pm in WFA tomorrow. Please be on time.
MARYLAND

The men’s basketball director of operations provided:

• Technical basketball instruction (e.g., proper shooting form) to a student-athlete on approximately 10 occasions; and
• Tactical basketball instruction by reviewing upcoming opponents’ scouting reports with student-athletes in the film room on approximately 8 occasions.

Both types of instruction caused the men’s basketball staff to exceed coaching limitations.

MARYLAND

The women’s basketball recruiting violations were discovered during the men’s basketball investigation. These violations occurred when:

• The women’s basketball staff showed personalized recruiting booklets for 17 prospects during their unofficial visits; and
• The women’s basketball staff sent puzzles to approximately 150 prospects.
UTAH

- Men’s basketball coaches had impermissible off-campus contacts with a prospect during a quiet period.
- The men’s basketball staff also impermissibly set up an official visit in connection with a visit to a local community college. The staff worked with the Compliance Office, but did not provide all the necessary details regarding who was paying for the visit.

UNC-GREENSBORO

- Two university staff members placed wagers on the men’s basketball team as well as other sporting events in which the NCAA conducts championships.
- Both are no longer employed there, and one staff member received a 15-year show-cause order.

/// NEW LEGISLATION
CONTACT W/ PROSPECTS

**New rule:** In all sports except basketball, most restrictions relating to contact with prospects in town for competition have been eliminated.

**What this means:**
- Prospects who are eligible to take unofficial visits may now visit campus any day during a road trip so long as all competition on a particular day has concluded.
- In addition, coaches who are recruiting off campus may now have contact with prospects (see Recruiting 101 tip sheet for off-campus contact rules and dates) so long as all competition on a particular day has concluded.

NUMBER OF CONTACTS

A coaching staff is permitted three off-campus contacts with a prospect during the prospect’s junior year (August 1–July 31) and three contacts during the prospect’s senior year (August 1–July 31).

RECRUITING 101

- Reminder: Recruiting 101 tip sheet is on our [website](#).
- How are the new rules?
77 NEW COUNCIL PROPOSAL CONCEPTS

PROPOSAL SOURCES

• ACC – 21 proposals
• Big 12 – 16 proposals
• Big 10 – 10 proposals
• SEC – 6 proposals
• Pac-12 – 1 and ½ proposals (both in gymnastics)
• Mid-American Conference – 6 proposals
• Other mid-major conferences – 17 proposals

TOPIC AREAS

• Recruiting – 37
• Athletics personnel – 6
• Playing and practice seasons – 21
• Academic eligibility – 7
### TIMELINE

- **Feedback stage** – Now through September 18
- **Final proposals introduced** – November 1
- **Publication of proposed legislation produced** – November 15
- **Membership comment period** – November 15-March 1
- **Noncontroversial legislation vote** – January NCAA convention
- **Deadline to refine proposals** – February 1
- **Council votes** – Late April 2020

### EXAMPLES

- Require a camp to be advertised at least 14 days in advance.
- Require all camps to be in June, July, or August.
- Allow two official visits per prospect to an institution.
- Eliminate restrictions of publicity on social media.
- Eliminate photoshoots and other photos during visits.
- Allow one-time transfer in all sports.
- Allow summer voluntary workouts with coaches in team sports.
- Allow mandatory summer workouts in WVB and WSO.

/// OUTSIDE CONSULTANTS
BASIC RULES

Outside consultants may not:

• Provide technical or tactical instruction to a student-athlete;

• Make or assist in making tactical decisions during on-court/on-field practice or competition; or

• Recruit off campus on behalf of ASU.

PROCESS

• Anyone working with student-athletes needs approval through the process.

• Workflow in ARMS directs approval based on service provided.

• Additional education may be required for activities that are close to coaching.

/// ARMS
RECRUITING ACTIVITIES EXPORT

Recruiting activity reports can be exported from Compliance > Recruiting activity page.

- Click “Export” and ARMS will prompt you to go to the Exports page (Administration Module),
- Download the recruiting activity Excel file,
- Save as a PDF, and
- Attach it to your Concur claim.

MULTI-DAY EVALUATIONS

- Coaches can evaluate a prospect on each day of a tournament (or other event) they have set up in their ARMS account.
- ARMS will properly attribute one evaluation for the full tournament, regardless of how many days the tournament spans.
- Please see the Multi-Day Tournament Evaluations help guide in ARMS for more detailed information.
CARA LOGS

- CARA logs are submitted through the playing season calendars.
- Each staff should designate a “CARA Log Submitter.”
- Events on the playing season calendar will turn blue when they are ready to be reviewed and submitted by the designee to Compliance.
- If there are any CARA rules issues, a warning icon will appear on the far right side of the week.

OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL VISITS

- Official and unofficial visits are requested through a recruit’s profile or the Workflow Launchpad.
- If complimentary admissions are needed, you must indicate that within the visit workflow.
- Then, the “Complimentary Tickets for PSA” workflow will be auto-assigned to you in the Forms Hub and will need to be completed for the Ticket Office.

TEAM BUILDING V. ENTERTAINMENT
### Entertainment

Activity examples:
- Movies, non-SDA sporting events
- Ropes courses, leadership speakers

### Time of year activities may occur:
- Any time during the academic year; or when a sport is in season
- Any time

### How often:
- Frequency must be reasonable
- Infrequently

### Geographical limits (location where activities may occur):
- Locations must be reasonable
- No limit, teambuilding can occur anywhere

### Student-athletes may miss class:
- No
- Not expressly prohibited under NCAA legislation, but may be prohibited under ASU missed class policies

### Meals may be provided:
- Yes, in accordance with NCAA meals legislation
- Yes, in accordance with NCAA meals legislation

### Count as CARAs:
- No, so long as activities do not resemble normal workouts or practices
- No, so long as activities do not resemble normal workouts or practices

### Can be required:
- Yes
- Yes

### Can occur on required off day:
- Yes
- If truly voluntary
- No
- No